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•	 To enable applicability of acquired knowledge;
•	 To develop sportsmanship.

In order to realize these tasks, a teacher has to stick 
to certain didactic principles in his/her work. This group 
includes the following principles:

•	 Principle of awareness and activity;
•	 Principle of visuality;
•	 Principle of graduality and systematicality
•	 Principle of permanence, etc.

The above mentioned principles, as we can see, 
are mostly taken from the theory and practice of school 
teaching (didactics). They can, with some adaptations, 
be applied to any school curriculum.

Teaching techniques of relay race should be started 
only after technique of sprint running has been adopted 
completely. The basic task of training is that beginners 
learn to pass a baton in the fastest phase of running. Or-
der of training: 

•	 Creation of idea of a correct technique of pass-
ing a baton, by demonstrations, films, posters, photo-
graphs, with necessary explanations. 

•	 Various games with carrying different objects.
•	 Practicing passing a baton in place, while walk-

ing, slow running and in full sprint.
•	 Exercises of passing a baton in pairs on the 

INTRODUCTION
Teaching athletics is included in the system of 

physical education of schoolchildren. Walking, running, 
jumping and throwing, as well as various special train-
ings within athletics, are applied in teaching physical 
education to schoolchildren, depending on their age. 
Even before starting school, a child, in a way, has a good 
command of running, jumping, throwing, as well as 
of natural movements, mostly through everyday play-
ing. The process of training has a task not only to adopt 
a particular technique or to improve coordination of 
movements, but also to achieve certain sports and tech-
nical results. Besides, what is more important, athletics 
should form a child’s organism, give it versatile prepara-
tion and strengthen his health.  That positive influence of 
athletics is explained by the fact that athletics strength-
ens heart and blood vessels system as well as respiratory 
system, it develops harmonious musculature, increases 
mobility of joints and improves neuromuscular coordi-
nation.

Athletics within a teaching process should deal with 
the following tasks:

•	 To strengthen health;
•	 To make versatile development of children’s 

organisms
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Abstract
This work deals with passing a baton “from above (overhand)”, “from below (underhand)” and 

without passing it from hand to hand (push). The first runner in a relay race carries a baton in his right hand 
and passes it to the second runner in his left hand, then this runner passes the baton to the third in his right 
hand and finally the third runner passes the baton to the fourth in his left hand. Crouching starting position 
with a baton is identical to crouching starting position without it. The first runner carries a baton in his 
right hand and on the track he holds it with his little finger and his ring finger, while at the same time, on the 
staring position, he leans against the ground with his index finger, middle finger and his thumb. A baton is 
held closer to the lower end in order to make more space for receiving the baton by the next runner. After the 
start, as soon as the right hand with a baton is detached from the ground, it should be kept by all fingers. The 
outgoing runner stands inside the exchange zone in crouching, half standing or standing start position. For 
correct start of the outgoing runner, there is a control mark which is positioned on the basis of the speed of 
runners (about 7 – 8m or 22 – 24feet).
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Example of relay games:
•	 Children are positioned in several opposite col-

umns at a distance of 20m.  Handoff is done at the pass-
off point. The baton is passed from right to left hand. 
The team which performs the task first is the winner (a 
trainer defines how many times each competitor should 
run 20m).

•	 This relay game is similar to the previous one, 
the difference is that pass-off is done differently - a com-
petitor who carries a baton first crosses the line at the 
end of the track, passes by the column and gives the ba-
ton to the other competitor, that is, the first in the column 
and the baton is passed from right to left hand (and later 
the reverse).

•	 Relay games in a form of specially arranged 
sports terrains.

Teaching technique of 4x100m relay race running 
has the following order of tasks:

The first task: introducing a relay baton (creation 
of so-called “sense” for a baton through manipulative 
movements).
EXERCISES:

•	 Throwing a relay baton in the air and catching 
it with the same hand while walking, slow running and 
in place. 

•	 Passing a relay baton in different ways and 
from various distances in a circle, in pairs or with more 
participants.

The second task:  Teaching handoff of a relay baton 
technique. 
EXERCISES:

•	 Handoff of a baton in place. Beginners are po-
sitioned in columns of four so that looking from saggital 
plane, the right shoulder of the first runner corresponds 
with the left shoulder of the second participant whose 
left shoulder corresponds with the right shoulder of the 
third, and his/her right shoulder with the left shoulder 
of the last participant. Distance between beginners is 1 
– 1.2m which is optional for handoff of a relay baton 
in place. At the signal “Stick!”, a student whose turn it 
is to receive a relay baton, moves his hand behind his 
body, receives the baton and passes it in the same way to 
the next student. A coach should explain that at the be-
ginning, an easier form of passing a baton (from above 
downward) will be learnt and more difficult one (from 
below upward) will be learnt later. 

•	 The same exercise as the previous one, only 
imitative movements of arms and legs while running in 
place are faster.

•	 Handoff of a baton, first while walking, then 
while running slowly. Formation is the same as in the 
previous exercise. The last student to receive the baton, 
drops it to the ground when he receives it. The others 
pass by and when the first member of a relay race team 
comes to the baton, bends, takes it and does the exercise 
of a baton handoff again.

•	 Handoff of a baton, first while walking then 
while running slowly. Formation is the same as for the 
previous exercise, only now the last member of a team, 

30m track. All the exercises are first done on the straight 
part of a track, and then on the curve. 

Sense for quick passing of a baton can be acquired 
early, with very young children, through various relay 
races with carrying various objects. After these relay 
races practice can move further to passing the real ba-
ton. Groups should be lined in columns, one next to the 
other, and pass a baton from right to left hand alternately. 
With a signal “Stick!”, a runner who receives a baton 
passes it further. Passing a baton is performed only after 
the outgoing runner, (a runner who receives a baton), 
has put his/her hand in front of him/her in a position for 
receiving the baton (picture1). Right shoulder of the in-
coming runner should be at the same level with the left 
shoulder of the outgoing runner (picture 3). This is the 
case when the baton is passed from the right into the left 
hand. The reverse takes place if the situation is oppo-
site. While running, exercises are done in the same way, 
with a difference that groups of two (picture 4), and later 
of four runners are formed (complete teams). The other 
possibility is that the first runner holds a few batons in 
his/her hand and sends them forward constantly. When 
the baton comes to the fourth runner, he/she puts it on 
the ground (picture 4d), so that training goes on without 
stoppage. After doing these exercises in place, and then 
while running slowly and

later quickly, we start practicing in pairs. Pairs usu-
ally practice in positions which they take when running 
a relay race (the first and the second, the third and the 
fourth, the second and the third, etc.). Necessary dis-
tance for control marks should be defined and measured. 
Training is performed in full speed on the terrain of 30m.

Process of learning relay race techniques can be 
conducted only after short distance running techniques 
are learnt and it consists mostly of teaching beginners to 
pass the baton successfully with relatively great speed 
of running. At the beginning it is necessary to use re-
lay games, as a specific form of competition. It is well 
known that relay games – races stimulate development 
of responsibility, sportsmanship, sense of belonging to a 
group, etc. There is maximum stimulation of the nervous 
system, and there are also fear and stage fright  present, 
falls and dropping the baton happen often and some-
times even giving up.   

If we compare relay games and relay races on the 
athletic tracks, it can be noticed that there are almost the 
same elements necessary for conducting competition.

Relay games: rules, baton, start, track, finish, more 
competitors

Relay races: athletic rules, baton, referee, start, ath-
letic track, finish, four competitors

Relay game is a competition, but at lower level than 
athletic relay race competitions. Actually, the point is in 
different levels of training , so that it can be said that a 
relay race is a form of training and competition. 

A didactic principle - from simple to more compli-
cated forms of relay games, is in function of more ef-
ficient process of learning techniques of relay race run-
ning in athletics. 
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There are two variants of a baton exchange tech-
nique. The first variant is a baton exchange from be-
low upward (underhand) and it is used by most of top 
competitors. The other variant is a baton exchange from 
above downward (overhand) and it is mostly used by 
beginners.

Teaching a technique of relay race running should 
be started after adoption of a sprint running technique. 
Basic task of training consists of teaching beginners to 
handoff a baton at the highest running speed. Order of 
training is the following:

•	 Creation of idea of a correct technique of pass-
ing a baton, by demonstrations, films, posters, photo-
graphs, with necessary explanations. 

•	 Various games with carrying different objects.
•	 Practicing passing a baton in place, while walk-

ing, slow running.
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when he/she receives the baton, stops so that others can 
pass him by, passes the baton from the left into the right 
hand (now he becomes the first) and gives the baton to 
the second member of the team, he passes it to the next 
one, etc.

•	 Handoff of a baton in pairs with maximum 
speed of running (first they learn the first exchange, 
then the second exchange). Run-up zone (5m) and the 
exchange zone (10m) are shortened. It is necessary to 
change roles of those who pass and receive a baton, as 
well as of those who carry it with left and right hand.

•	 The same exercise as the previous one, only the 
length of a run-up zone and exchange zone are the same 
as on competitions. 

•	 Exchange in the first, fourth and eighth lanes.
•	 Run a 4x400m relay race.

CONCLUSION
Relay race running is performed on athletic track, 

although it can be performed in street races and similar 
events. Relay races performed on a track can be sprint, 
that is from 100 to 400m or middle-distance races.

Carrying a relay baton from the start to finish in the 
fastest possible way by four runners through their com-
mon effort, demands high speed of running of each of 
them individually, but also a technique of passing the 
relay baton. 

The best way of passing the baton is the one when 
the relay baton is carried to the finish with the lowest 
time consumption. The relay baton should be passed by 
the hand which a runner receives it with. It means that 
the first and the third runner carry the baton in their right 
hands in order to be able to run along the internal edges 
of their lanes all the time. They pass the baton to the sec-
ond, that is to the fourth runner who receives it with the 
left hand and they run along the straight parts of a track 
and it is not important whether they receive the baton in 
external or internal part of a track lane. This way of pass-
ing the baton enables the shortest travelling of a baton 
from the start to finish.  

The biggest mistakes in relay race running happen 
exactly at the moment of handoff. False starting leads to 
disqualification of the whole team. It is especially im-
portant to practice the moment of a runner starting with-
out a baton. Actually, he/she starts running at a suitable 
moment which depends on his/her speed and speed of a 
runner who passes a baton to him/her. This enables them 
to come to the distance between the two of them neces-
sary to pass the baton.

Well adopted techniques enable success of the whole 
team, which creates the feeling of joy, and responsibility 
for the other members of a team, gives charm to the race 
and a reason for maximum commitment to the race.

A 4x100m relay race running technique consists of 
5 parts:

•	 Beginning of running (start);
•	 Starting acceleration;
•	 Running on a track with maximum speed;
•	 Exchange and finish.
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